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This checklist, arranged by year then by title, is probably not complete. Unverified entries are marked NV.


Photographic copying and reproducing. *Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America* 15, part 1 (1921): 24-34.

Part of a special issue on “The Photostat in bibliographical and research work – A symposium”, ed. by G.W. Cole.


When knighthood was in flower: Acentury of sporting books, 1545-1639, in the Huntington Library. *Game & Gossip* (Los Angeles) 9, no 12 (Dec 1931):16-18.


Sports and pastimes of the middle ages, represented through illuminated manuscripts. *Game and gossip* (Los Angeles) 10, no 12 (Dec 1932): 14-15 & 44


The place of photography in the reproduction and preservation of source material. *Library Journal* 59 (July 1934): 548-549.


Microphotography in the Henry E. Huntington library and art gallery. In *Microphotography for libraries*. Chicago:

The photography of ultra-violet fluorescence. *Journal of the Photographic Society of America* 1 no.1. (June 1936): 5, 6, 10, 11.


[Summary] *FID communicationes* 5 no.2: 91. 1938.

The restoration of obliterated passages and of secret writing in diplomatic missives. *Franco-American Review* 1 no.3. 1937.


Also appeared in *FID Communicationes* 6, fasc. 1: (April 1939): 23-25 + 3 plates at end of fasc.


[Also in] *Library Journal* 65 (Oct 1, 1940): 774.


Summary in *FID Communicationes* 6 (Mar 1940): 135.


